
Data Converter
Manage, automate, convert, merge & process data from multiple sources

Powerful and easy-to-use data analytics in one platform helping organisations to compile and 
validate data for the constantly changing indirect tax landscape
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Introduction
Many organisations still apply manual analytics techniques, which his-
torically has been the only option for them. Indirect tax teams need to 
compile vast amounts of transaction data from multiple data  sources 
and improve the quality of the  information that goes into their reports  
and returns. Organizations need a simple,  scalable solution that draws 
raw data from  multiple sources and delivers clean data  for indirect tax 
reporting with minimal  human intervention

Challenges

1 2 3

Reviewing 
transactional data and 
identifying erroneous 

errors

Identifying errors in 
the VAT treatment of 

transactions

Extraction of 
meaningful VAT data 

from ERP systems

Solution
The Cygnet TaxTech’s Data Converter allows organizations fully automate daily, weekly or 
monthly data validations, performing a myriad of functions and checks against data pulled 
from multiple sources, so errors are detected and fixed in period. This process replaces 
the manual adjustments and tasks usually undertaken by finance professionals, saving 
valuable time and helping teams test transactional data against VAT regulations and assess 
transaction data for risk areas.



Sophisticated utilities for transferring huge volumes of data from ERPs/data sources 
to our Data Converter Utility

Data checks to identify missing and incorrect transaction information

Analytics to help identify patterns relating to duplicate invoices, missing PO’s & 
incorrect VAT numbers

Dashboard with standard and bespoke analytics

As technology is rapidly helping tax teams eliminate daily manual tasks, it becomes essential to 
figure out how automated data analytics is changing how we build data for business decisions 
and tax authority reporting.

Complex conversions support

Data validations

Data-driven analytics

Dynamic Dashboard

Key features



About Cygnet TaxTech
Cygnet TaxTech is a part of Cygnet Infotech. Cygnet TaxTech offers Indirect Tax Compliance 
solutions catering to various segments such as large & medium-sized organizations, accounting 
practitioners, ERP providers, and partners across India, the Middle East, UK & Europe, among 
others.

Cygnet Infotech is a global technology organization. It offers products, platforms, and 
services across Product Engineering, RPA, Test Automation, Digital Field Sales Management, 
Digital Signature, Fintech, apart from Tax Tech and Cygnet IRP. It has a team of over a thousand 
people who work on leading technologies, including Hyperautomation, AI & ML, Blockchain, 
and others.
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